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About This Game

Behind our comfortable, familiar dimensions, beyond the timeless depths of space, there is a Place that mankind was not meant
to know. A Place hostile to all life. We do not belong there. We cannot survive there. At least, not for long…

Euclidean; a game of geometric horror; a slow descent into the dark, into madness, futility, and despair, where Things greater
than you watch and wait and dream. Struggle for every second of life you have left… Even knowing you’re better off dead.

An endless faller through tense otherworldly environments

Three difficulty levels: HARD, NIGHTMARISH and IMPOSSIBLE

9 distinct stages of hand-crafted terror
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Terrifying VR support

Binaural 3d audio by 3Deception®

Haunting ambient soundtrack

No zombies
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Title: Euclidean
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alpha Wave Entertainment
Publisher:
AAD Productions
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 capable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: For VR Mode: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 (or equivalent) and Oculus Rift DK2 headset - 0.8 runtime
required

English,Italian,French,German
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I got this game for free from a deal. With that in mind this game is quite fun. Building guard to protect your hero/boss and
survive waves is a fun way to play a tower defense game. However, this game is really short and not all to difficult. Do not buy
this game unless its on sale. Ten dollars for this 3 hour game is not the way to spend money.. You dont even get the new Nether
as little Sorry for the Guys who bought the "old" Nether which got abandoned. Dont Support this and buy the new one!. this
cures my depression. Really interesting concept but just a little too short. Try and pick it up in a sale.. Epic classic with
remastered graphics and gameplay!. Enjoyable puzzle game with a tiny bit of sim Egypt city.
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Excellent doujin shmup with elegant aesthetics and a focus on breaking enemy bullets rather than dodging.
Raccomanded to shoot'em up\/bullet hell fans that want to try something different.. a completely lackluster experience, i found
it more fun to watch the trailer than to actually play the game. let me explain, so there are 2 main mechanics for getting the
supplies you need, looking through cars and trash cans and begging people, both of which are unlikely to get you anything since
the trashcans and cars are usually empty and if you ask for help the people will usually just laugh at you and walk away, or even
beat you up.
So after 5 minutes of getting used to the mechanics, i go ahead and walk around to look for anything else to do, and thats when I
realise that ive basically done everything there is to do in the game and there nothing else to do but just survive.
On top of that , if you are stupid enough to also have bought the first game, you'll find that its almost a near replica of this one,
so thats another strike for this game.
My conclusion is that this game is complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 don't buy it full price, don't buy it half
price, don't even buy it if it's free, this game is a pitiful waste of my computers precious 3 GB's of ram, unless you have a fetish
for playing bad games, don't buy it.. This game could be called Salamander and it wouldn't remind me of Gradius more than it
already does. I'm enjoying it a lot.

Edit on 5\/25\/16 - Just wanted to give some extra props for the addition of achievements a few months back. I had uninstalled
the game a long time ago, and missed the update in December. Finally noticing the achievements gave me a perfect excuse to go
back and enjoy the game again. If you're a fan of Gradius-style shoot-em-ups, give this a go!. Unique feel to a timeless format,
this game is addicting in its simplicity and complexity as well. And it is being CONSTANTLY updated, which is awesome and
gives me a lot of confidence this will end up being great. Already really good. 8/10. This is a fun little game for $1. The
controles are tough, but thats the fun of the game. I played for a few minuets and moved on. Navigating the game is kind of
anoying. Lots of double and tripple clicks to start or go anyplace. 5\/10 overal, so its a weak thumbs up.. The game is
dead.......its sad. its decent for its standards but the devs didn't commit to the development of the game but even still its pretty
good. I wish good games like these didnt have to die :(. Sorry to say but these are rubbish, totally rubbish waste of money. looks
like landfall games. As a game developer who has been making games since the 90's independently and in the industry, these
series (actually this only episode for now) of game jam episodes are good, not Bad, not great, but good. It does reflect how it is a
game jam away from an event, a game jam at the privacy of someone's house, I have done game jams like this and the process
was very similar.

On the first (and only episode for now) you can see how they start talking about the idea of the game regarding a given theme,
and how from that both try to fit themselves in the same page to make the game. Then it gets boring in some bits, but interesting
in others, you just see how it is. If you are looking for the technical aspect of the development, well it doesn't go in depth, it is
superfical, but like Indie Game: The Movie, its like a PG way to display the development without scaring way the general
audience. Actually if you like Indie Game: The Movie you will like Super Game Jam because it has the same style, same music
direction, camera, motion graphics, to the point that it could be a sequel or continuation of some sort.

Now this was only one episode and there is more of them on the way, which can be more in depth or show more variety, but the
problem is, they are not available yet. The application says the second one will be available June, but we are in July, then in the
game page says the episode will be available early July, but now we are close to mid of the month.

I bet its a hard process to edit 48 hours into a one 30 minute episode, and try to make it interesting, because to be honest, on a
game jam you are mostly crunching and it could be a little distracting stopping to talk about the project in hand.

If you like watching other people work, specially people that you admire their games, and you want to see how they interact with
other developers and how they deal with fast development, yeah its an interesting watch for any aspiring game developer (but if
you are a seasoned developer you might cringe about the approaches taken).

This review is based on the presentation of the application and the available episode. Hopefully, anytime now, the second one
will be avaialble and so on. The third one should be available by the end of the month, lets hope they keep the schedule, unless
something does wrong with the production like it happens with every unfinished project.. I had about a dollar left in my budget
and was looking for the most interesting title for that price, and now I can say I found it. Very fun and the soundtrack is great!
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